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I wanted to see how many readers of

The Public would be interested in the most democratic

business enterprise on earth. So I bought space in
The Public to tell them about the “Straight Edge.”
surf:{E,

Result: 78 Public readers have turned about $600 into
Straight Edge channels, and I am retaliating by spend
ing a few hundred dollars more for “seed” of the same
kind, in the form of Public advertising space.
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As you probably don’t remember anything about the
Straight Edge—unless you happen to be one of the 78
live ones—write me personally for one or all of the
following booklets:

BRAND WHItlock, Ohio
JAMEs H. DILLARD, Virginia

LIN colN STEFFENs, New York
JoHN Z. WHITE, Illinois
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“Facts for Foodwise Folks”:
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122 East Thirty-Seventh Street, New York City,

Being an ingenuous effort
to inveigle you into treating yourself and your
and

#

friends to a dollar box of Straight. Edge “Foods that Feed.”
Yearly Subscription, One Dollar
Canadian and Foreign, $1.50

No charge for the booklet, but as it will make you want the
box, you might as well send the dollar along now.

Single Copy, Five Cents
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Entered as Second-Class Matter January 11, 1917, at the Post
Office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 8, 1879.

“How The STRAIGHT EDGE ENTERPRise is FINANCED”: Sev

eral hundred people have quit financing their own economic
funeral, and have capitalized their enthusiasm for Straight
Edge food products into cash dividends (17% this year, 14%
last). No charge for this either, but its ulterior motive is to
get you enlisted as a Straight Edge booster, so you might as
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well be accumulating $5 to $200 for the purpose.
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“THE

HoNorABLE CHARLEs

RocKINGHAM

Ducketts”:

A

chatty story of a rich man who honestly tried to “do good

with his, money.”

This is genuine “literature,” worth real

legal tender. It was printed in THE PUBLIC sixteen years ago,
and you may remember it, but in the form of a neat booklet
you will want to pass it around among your friends. Enclose
a dime for it.
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Now, keep looking in this column week after week for
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sidelights on the Straight Edge enterprise.
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I mostly write things that are polite and neighborly,
but sometimes I spill hot and blistery words, especially
when I try to tell you devotees of the Great Misnomer
what I think of your effort to popularize the most
offensive word in the language next to “murder.”
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NEW YORK

FUR MANTLES CAPES COATS
AND AUTO.COATS

FUR SCARFS STOLES and MUFFS
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You might as well try to write a poem on “prunes” as
to try to work up enthusiasm for a “tax,” single,

I shall be pleased to serve readers of THE PUBLIC.

double or multiplex.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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One of these days, Billy Sunday or Billy Bryan or
some other Billy or Teddy with an inkling of human
psychology will steal your thunder and start an ANTI

2

TAXATION movement under some name that will

catch the popular fancy. Be ready to fall in line.
In the mean time, and possibly longer, you will find in
the Straight Edge coöperative movement something
that you can do here and now, without waiting to get

a law passed, and something that might even make a
“law” superfluous.
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Address me at 100 Lawrence Street, New York.
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An International Journal of Fundamental Democracy

Editorial
Majority Leader Kitchin, Chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee, declares
that a war for democracy should be paid for
by a democratic tax. Mr. Kitchin appears to

people who will reflect with bitter humili
ation that of all America's shortcomings in

be a little hazy as to the definition of a demo
cratic tax, but he is able at least to exclude

trying to live up to her ideals none is more
glaring than the treatment accorded the
Negro. It was the counsel of wise heads that
prompted this parade of silent protest. Such

Some of the undemocratic taxes.

“I want the

a demonstration is far more effective than

man who comes home with an empty sleeve,”
he says, “to feel that the Congress which sent

any manifestation of force. It was an appeal
to the conscience of mankind, and it will not

him away has not favored the profit taker

be without its effect.

who stayed at home.” This thought must be
hammered into Congress until the members
sense it. War is a sacrifice. Lives are given.

safe for democracy till a public opinion has
been created that will insist upon even handed

America will not be

justice for all.
sk

*

*

Cripples are made. Property is destroyed.
The whole country is made poorer. How

To James Hamilton Lewis of Illinois be

then in a democracy where the burdens are

longs the creditable distinction of being the

shared by all, can some enrich themselves by

first United States Senator to introduce a
land value tax measure. As drawn it is sub

war?

No one will contend that the men at

the front are enriching themselves. Nor will
any argue that the slight advance in wages

as compared with the high cost of living will
make labor better off. But people with great
incomes, and firms making big profits, will
be richer at the conclusion of the war. This
must not be. These surplus incomes and

ject to criticism from a strictly scientific
point of view. It imposes a special tax on
unoccupied lands equal to the amount now
levied by the States. The defects of a pro
posal so restricted are obvious. To force un

occupied lands into use the tax should be

these excess profits should go to defray the

made heavy enough to make withholding un
profitable. It is by no means certain that

cost of the war.

this would be the result of Senator Lewis's

This is a war for democ

racy. The burden must be borne by all.

measure. However, it comes nearer to a cor
rect solution of the cost of living problem

than anything proposed by any other Sen
New York has seen many remarkable pa ator, and is a better food control bill than the
rades, parades of soldiers and civilians, aliens one about to be adopted.
*
*
*
and citizens, parades of sadness, as when a
great man has gone, and of gladness for a

In opposing the Food Control bill Senator

victory won, but never has it seen a parade of Lawrence Y. Sherman of Illinois in an ad
deeper meaning than that of last Saturday dress on July 21 described it as follows:
when 8,000 Negro men, women and children
It is the premonitory sympton of agrarian agita
marched down Fifth Avenue in silent protest tion for the taking of land, for seizing the products
against the treatment accorded their race in

this country.

of land cannot be different from taking the land
Fixing the price of the products of land
is the threshold of taking the land. It is a part
of the Singletax principle and is the opening wedge
to confiscate land by the use of the tax power.

It was not alone on Fifth itself.

Avenue that they marched, to be seen by the
crowds that happened at the time to be on

that thoroughfare. Thanks to the press and
news service they marched throughout the

If, as Senator Sherman says, “seizing the
products of land cannot be different from

country in the imagination of millions of taking the land itself,” then taxing the prod
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ucts of land must be the same as putting

that the work might begin at once.

taxes on land values.

offer extends also to our own Government,

And since taxes must

This

be put either on products or on the value of though in the case of this country it is possible
land any system, according to Senator
Sherman's logic, must be “a part of the Sin
gletax principle and the opening wedge to
confiscate land by the use of the tax power.”
However, it is news to Singletaxers that the
Food Control bill is a part of their principle.
They justify the Singletax on the ground that
there is a fundamental difference between

property in land and property in its prod
ucts. That is why they can demonstrate the
expediency and justice of putting all taxes on
land values and the inexpediency and injus
tice of seizing through taxation any part of

the products of land. And that leads to con
clusions very different from those of Senator

Sherman.

He should post himself on this

subject.
*

*

*

In its issue of July 20, The American
Economist, organ of the American Protec
tive Tariff League, testifies by its emphatic
disapproval to the wisdom of the North Da
kota farmers who elected John M. Baer to

Congress. It says: “He has been a Free
Trader heretofore, —that fact does not seem
to have injured him in the estimation of the
North Dakota farmers who make up the

membership of the Nonpartisan League.”
There is no reason why it should. Farmers
have voted long enough for protective tariffs

to increase the prices of what they buy, while

that his remarkable executive ability would
enable him to put the tractor on the market
at a lower price than the Government would
have to charge. But whether or not the Gov
ernment of this country makes the tractors
without royalty, it has the permission, just
as it had the offer of Henry Ford's plant for
war preparation. It dare not, however, ac
cept either offer, for that would stand in the
way of paying war profits to other manufac
turers. Is it possible that Mr. Ford’s con
tributions to the governments in war will
embarrass them more than his offers in

peace?
-

*

sk

*

New York City's representation in the
State Legislature is restricted by the State
Constitution so that it can never be more

than half of the entire membership, no mat
ter what the city’s population may be.

But

when it comes to apportionment of soldiers
for the army there is a different arrange
ment. Out of a total of 122,212 for the State,
the city's quota is 80,037, or nearly two
thirds. When tories, junkers or reaction
aries of any country restrict democracy they
never have the grace to exempt the disfran
chisement from burdens supposed to accom
pany full citizenship. New Yorkers are suf
fering the lot of the partially disfranchised
everywhere.

the prices of what they sell are fixed in the
markets of the world.

It was to their inter

A Paramount Issue

est to elect a representative opposed to con
tinuation of a fraud and a robbery; and who

Secretary McAdoo has called on Congress

moreover will insist that the financial bur

to provide an additional $5,000,000,000 for

dens of the war be put on the shoulders best

the conduct of the first year of the war. This
is in addition to the $1,670,000,000 provided

able to bear them.
*

sk

*

by the pending war revenue bill, the $2,000,
Henry Ford appears to be in a fair way to 000,000 Liberty Loan, and the billion-odd
get himself disliked by his fellow captains of normal peace budget. Chairman Simmons
industry. When the British Government
asked permission to manufacture his tractor
for use in breaking up the parks, game pre
serves, and other idle land to raise food,
promising that no profit should accrue to any

of the Senate Finance Committee was quick
to announce that the entire $5,000,000,000
should be raised by the issuing of bonds, and
in this he was seconded by Senator Penrose,

private concern, and that all his patent rights

mittee is convinced of one thing, and that is

should be restored after the war, he said yes,
and welcome. He sent samples of his latest
machines to France and England, and some
of his ablest superintendents. And being un
willing that a moment should be lost he
cabled details of the manufacturing, in order

that it is unwise to increase the tax on the

who naively says: “In any event, the Com

householder beyond the levy fixed in the war
revenue bill as it now stands.”

Senator Penrose would have the public be
lieve that bond issues offer the only escape
from burdensome taxation of the house

August 3, 1917
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holder. What has he to say to the carefully
prepared estimates of Senator La Follette
and the economists who are supporting him
that the entire sum needed for the first year
of the war could be raised by a fair tax on
excess profits? THE PUBLIC would, of course,
prefer to see it come from a tax on land

popular wish in this respect they will have
accomplished as much to destroy the nation’s
unity of purpose and undermine its war
strength as all the Germans and pacifists in

values.

The acquittal of Mrs. Rena Mooney by the
San Francisco jury that tried her for murder
as one of the perpetrators of the Prepared
ness Parade bomb outrage adds new weight
to the demand of organized labor for a new
trial for Thomas Mooney and Warren Bill
ings. Mooney is under sentence of death and
Billings of life imprisonment. The testimony
against them was practically the same as
that which acquitted Mrs. Mooney, with the
exception that Mooney was convicted chiefly
on the testimony of a man who since then
has been exposed in an attempt to suborn
perjury. Since the earlier trials, the prose
cution witnesses have repeatedly modified
their stories to meet testimony that clearly
disproved their original statements as to the
time of seeing the defendants at the scene of
the explosion. The judge who presided at
Mooney's trial has issued a statement saying:
“It seems to me that everyone connected with
the prosecution of Thomas J. Mooney should
join at once in confessing error to the su
preme court and obtain a retrial.” Attorney
General U. S. Webb was asked by Judge
Griffin to file a confession of error, and since
then organized labor in California has repeat
edly demanded that Webb act. He finally com
pied on Monday of this week. San Francisco's
complacency in the face of evidence of a
“frame-up” that has shocked even such con
servative journals as the New York Evening
Post and The Survey requires much explain
ing. The bomb outrage was a particularly
atrocious crime. District Attorney Fickert

But we must first settle the issue as

between bonds and taxes, and as between
bonds and confiscation of wealth through in
come taxes and excess profits taxes no one
with the popular interest at heart can hesi
tate.

If Messrs. Simmons and Penrose have

their way, seven-tenths of the first year's
budget will be provided by bond issues that
will inflate prices and mortgage labor for
generations to come.

Our multi-millionaires

will do their bit by lending their money at a
good rate of interest, instead of by having
some of the surplus which they could easily
spare, and which for the most part represents
monopoly toll, conscripted by taxation.
The average rate of taxation of excess
profits provided in the pending revenue bill
has not been announced, if indeed it is pos
sible in advance of collection to ascertain

what rate would apply to the bulk of excess
war earnings. The rate is on a sliding scale,
beginning with 12 per cent. of the first 15
per cent of excess and running up to 50
per cent of the amount by which the excess
profits exceed 250 per cent of normal. Prob

ably the average rate is about 20%. It
is only necessary to compare this with the 80
per cent flat rate on all excess war earnings

levied by the British Government to realize
how easily Messrs. Simmons and Penrose
would let our war profiteers escape.
When President Wilson first addressed

Congress on the subject of war revenues he
declared for raising as much as possible of
the required amount from taxes and against
putting the people into debt to bondholders
for years to come. He urged that at least half
of the amount be raised by taxation. Messrs.
Penrose and Simmons propose to reduce this
half to three-tenths.

Here is a Presidential

existence.

The Mooney Case

conducted from the moment of the arrests a

vigorous and unscrupulous publicity cam
paign with the object of arousing anger
against the defendants.
The fact that
Mooney, although a trades unionist, flirted

policy flouted and ignored by Senate leaders, with the anarchists and I. W. W.’s and be
to the prejudice not only of the public inter lieved in direct action, made Fickert's task
est but of the nation’s morale. Organized easier. Mooney had fought the regular
labor and organized farmers have demanded trade union leaders at union meetings for
conscription of wealth to at least the extent
urged by President Wilson. If Messrs. Sim
mons and Penrose are allowed to disregard

years, charging them with want of zeal. They
had reason to dislike him and to regard his
influence in the labor movement as harmful,

President Wilson's advice and frustrate the

and until the exposure of Oxman's attempt
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to procure perjured testimony they held aloof
except for a perfunctory appeal for funds.
All that is now changed. But there appar
ently remain a surprisingly large number of
persons in San Francisco who believe he
should be hung “on general principles,” and
the public utility corporations against which

he had conducted strikes are co-operating
with the Chamber of Commerce to hold up
Fickert's hands. That is requiring an in
creasing amount of audacity and of willing
ness to blink incontestable proof of appalling

Men who drain a swampy piece of land and
make it fit to build a home upon, who plant a
little farm and orchard to yield them a living were
not here at the birth of a nation but they are keep
ing the nation alive and making it a greater nation.
All honor to the lonely men and lonelier self
sacrificing women who are homesteading in the far
West and locating lands in the far South to turn
whole counties into orange and grape-fruit groves!
It was the working men and working women of
Kensington, Southwark and Conshohocken, with
John and James

Dobson, “Jimmie”

Brooks,

the

Bromleys, Stinsons and the Gays for chief workers
and leadership, that have given the city its real
worth and distinctiveness.

unscrupulousness on the part of the prose
cution. The key to the situation is Mr. Fred
erick J. Koster, president of the Chamber of
Commerce and of its Law and Order Commit

tee.

When the business community was

wavering in its support of the prosecution,
following the exposure of Oxman's attempt to
procure perjured testimony to support his
own story, and of Fickert's connivance in the
attempt, Mr. Koster caused to be printed full
page advertisements calling upon the com
munity to uphold Fickert and “the forces of
law and order.” It was a bold and telling

stroke, and we have had the spectacle of a

Compare their value to the city in all the past
to the present systems that make and foster con
ditions of ever-increasing taxations and to the dis
couragements of displacing old buildings with new
Ones.

The many “mere taxpaying” cheap shanties built
to escape taxation of permanent improvements do

not add to the pride of the city, nor do they give
a favorable impression to visitors who might be
come residents.

Discussion of public questions in space re
served for advertising a private business is
somewhat of an innovation, but it is a prac
tice which should be commended and encour

people cannot be relied upon to make such a
result impossible, and to appeal to any other
motive. But there do exist practical reasons,
in a nation whose professions of superior
democracy are being challenged abroad, for
such federal action as will prevent a miscar

aged. In this case Mr. Wanamaker has
helped a movement to remove from industry
the handicap imposed by taxation of labor
products, and by withholding of land from
use. That is the kind of work which good
citizenship requires. Although Mr. Wana
maker's home city, Philadelphia, has a tax
system in some respects ahead of that pre
vailing in most large cities outside of Penn
sylvania, there is still room for much im
provement.
Household goods, merchants’
stocks and machinery are exempt, but build
ings are still taxed and a complicated system
of inexcusable license and occupation taxes
prevails, leaving to land values an untaxed
margin sufficient to encourage holding out of

riage of justice in San Francisco.

use for unearned increment.

district attorney surviving such a scandal as
would put a quick end to the career of a
public official in any other community. That
such a rape of justice as the San Francisco
prosecutions can succeed in its ultimate pur

pose of hanging Mooney is incomprehensible,

Yet the incomprehensible sometimes hap
pens. THE PUBLIC dislikes to suggest that an
inherent sense of justice in the American

Wanamaker's

Progressive Ideas

John Wanamaker is known from coast to
coast as one of the nation's most successful

business men. When, therefore, he publicly
expresses views on taxation in accord with

Singletax doctrine, they are not to be brushed
aside contemptuously as the dreams of an
impractical theorist. These views were ex
pressed by Mr. Wanamaker in a signed state

ment which appeared as part of his business
advertisement in The Philadelphia Telegraph
of July 14. He said:

Mr. Wanamaker would be a strong force
in securing for Philadelphia the advanced tax
system in force in Pittsburgh and Scranton,
or One even more progressive. There is no
reason why the example of Sydney, Australia,
should not be followed. In that city all local
revenue is raised by taxation of land values
alone.

If Mr. Wanamaker would add his

strength and influence to that of his fellow
citizens now striving to put Philadelphia
abreast or ahead of the world's most progres
sive cities, he would perform the most useful
act of his life.

August 3, 1917
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Postal Censors Rebuked
A badly needed lesson in democracy has
been received by Postmaster General Burle
son and his subordinates. Judge Learned
Hand of New York City is the teacher. In
enjoining the Department for despotic inter
ference with The Masses, Judge Hand showed
the postal censorship to be conducted in a
manner as unfair as it is illegal. Though the
decision applies to the case of one paper only,
the reasoning on which it is based must dis
pose of the claim of the Department in regard
to other censored periodicals, since none of
these seem to have exceeded The Masses in
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was not endangered. It only proved what had
before seemed probable, that there was no
justification for the suppression. It also
shows that the House Committee on Post
Offices and Post Roads was too credulous in

accepting the Department's explanation.
Congress has still an unfulfilled duty in the
matter. That duty is to make clear even to
postal bureaucrats that star chamber judg
ments are not to be tolerated.

Regulating Liberty in Russia
Somewhere in Russia there is a determined

individual, booted and spurred, ready to

aggressiveness or force. Although the De
partment still has power to continue its cen
sorship as heretofore, it cannot exercise it
without openly expressing disregard of law
as construed by the court. It must put itself
in the very position which it charges the
suppressed papers with assuming.
Judge Hand's decision furthermore puts
in a ridiculous position the members of the

to run a long time; but always she demands

House Committee on Post Offices and Post

a settlement in the end.

Roads, who reported adversely on Congress
man London’s resolution for an investigation
of the Post Office Department's action. This
report was based on the assertion of Post
master General Burleson that he had already
given all the information on the matter which
he deemed compatible with the public inter
est; and also that “it would be unwise for the
Department to enter into a full discussion

tate to take from those who have gone surety

of all of its plans to suppress opposition to
the enforcement of law.”

As a matter of

fact the Department had given the public
practically no information until the injunc
tion proceedings compelled it. Then it was
developed that its representatives did not

even have any evidence ready. They asked
for an extension that they might have time
to look over the paper and find some reason
for its suppression. The request, itself,

looked like an admission that the Depart
ment had acted without knowledge. Is it un

enact the time honored role of the man on

horseback. It is not pleasant to contemplate.
Lovers of liberty the world over have fondly
hoped that Russia might escape the travail
that heretofore has accompanied the birth of
freedom.

But it was not to be.

The full

price is to be exacted there as it has been else
where.

Nature sometimes allows an account

Nor does she hesi

for the offender.

Never before has the world seen so clearly
the fact of the solidarity of mankind, racial
ly, nationally, and individually. The militar
ism of Europe was thought to be no concern
of this country. Let the mad men there, we
said, burden themselves with soldiers and
armament, we will have none of it. Yet, we
are now offering men and treasure to save
the world from autocracy. The oppression
and corruption of the Russian Government
was thought to concern only Russians. Yet,
at the moment when the fate of nations trem
bles in the balance the manhood of that na

tion collapses; and the men who should have
delivered one more stroke in behalf of their

own liberty as well as that of the race are
fleeing into the arms of their oppressors.
Two great facts now stand out clearly.
One is, how necessary the Russian people are

reasonable to infer that this explains why

to the rest of the world.

the Postmaster General found it “incompat

already see that. The other is, how necessary

ible with the public interest” to comply with

the rest of the World is to Russia.

the London resolution?

sian people are coming slowly to see that. In
the first stages of the Revolution it was but
natural that some should have thought that
since the world had done so little for the op
pressed people of Russia there was no call
for them to do anything for the world. It

But the Department finally furnished
Judge Hand with the information which it
refused to give to Congress. The result
shows that, the Postmaster General to the
contrary notwithstanding, the public interest

The other nations
The Rus
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was natural, too, when authority came into
their hands that they should sweep away with
one stroke all the laws and regulations that
had been oppressive. They had yet to learn
that regulation is as necessary as freedom;
that, indeed, wise regulation and restraint
are a part of freedom. Kerensky, the man of
vision, sees it. Will the people listen to him?
The Russian revolution has not failed, far
from it.

Neither will Russia fail in the

world's fight for liberty. Were the rest of
the world at peace, with things as they are
in Russia, no one would despair of the out
come. It is only because of the war that men
are anxious. When the nations are spending
more than a hundred million dollars a day
time is of the very essence of the situation.
And as it is essential to the early success of
the Allies that the Russian people do their
part, so it is necessary to the possible success
of the Central Powers that they make a sepa
rate peace. It is not surprising that the peas
antry, unaccustomed to speak its mind or
exercise its will, should have been momen
tarily confused. The peasant wants peace.
He wants opportunity to enter into that won
derful land of liberty so long the subject of
his dreams. The German propagandist tells
him that both peace and liberty are to be had
now, and without fighting. The Allies tell
him peace and liberty can be had only after
hard fighting and great sacrifice. The Bel
gians did not hesitate when confronted with
that alternative; but the Belgians had long
enjoyed political liberties denied the Rus
sians, and had come to appreciate the duties

that accompany rights. The Russian people
will learn this, but it may take time.
Not a little of the early confusion of the
Russian mind has been due to ill-advised

counsel from this country. The large number
of Russian refugees here who had failed to
grasp the fact that democracy is an ideal
toward which we are striving, rather than a
material contrivance to be turned out by tools

and machinery according to plans and speci
fications, were severe in their denunciation of
the laws and institutions of America, and
loud in their applause of the removal of all
restraints in Russia. Now that they are com
ing to realize that democracy is not a matter
of constitutions and laws, to be evolved from
the imagination of theorists, but of character
and understanding to be developed with the

growth of the race they will the better appre
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ciate what has been done in this country, and
lend their efforts toward helping the people
here to still greater liberty, rather than to an
tagonizing them by unsympathetic fault
finding.

Comparison of the Russian with the
French Revolution is inevitable; but the Rus
sians have the benefit of the mistakes and
successes of the French. The Reign of Ter
ror had to end. Human nature demands or

der. Every citizen has the right to cross at
the street intersection; but all cannot cross
at the same time. As long as they persist in
the attempt there will be delay. The traffic
policeman by restraining some aids all. The

French, without experience themselves and
without a similar experience of the race to
guide them, persisted in their disorder till
the revolution was Snuffed out with a whiff of

grapeshot. The Russians have this example
before them. There is the same appeal
among them for Order. The visionaries must
submit to restraint and direction.

All the

theories cannot be applied at once, nor is the
millennium to come through mere wishing.
Order will be restored in Russia, either by
consent or by compulsion. The rebellious
and unruly soldiers and civilians will respond
to reason or they will yield to force.
The more reason prevails the less call
there will be for grapeshot. The tremendous

things already accomplished, the stand for
complete democracy, the determination to
solve the land question, and the sympathy
between the people and the Government give
every indication that Russia will profit by
the experience of France, both in restoring
order, and in avoiding a return to power of
the aristocracy and middle class. The Rus
sian Revolution is a failure only in the minds
of those who have not yet been able to bring
themselves to realize that democracy in
cludes all the people.

Germany's Peace Terms
Only an optimism that blinks the facts can
see in the present situation any opportunity
to win a lasting peace by negotiation. The
overtures of Chancellor Michaelis and For

eign Minister Czernin must be regarded as
propaganda for the further demoralization
of the Russian armies and for the stilling of
unrest at home. Michaelis and Czernin gave

their interviews on the same day, as by pre
arrangement.

They purported to answer
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Lloyd George's speech of July 21, yet in all to have some sympathy with her wish for
their talk of renouncing conquest and of
readiness to accept a peace “by understand
ing” there is no departure from the am
biguity and the generalities with which ever
since the war began they have attempted to
conceal their aims. Mr. Asquith a few days

August of 1914. Certainly German com
plaint of such purely hypothetical Allied con
quests will not move us while Germany is
bestriding Europe as a conqueror and ad

before had asked in the House of Commons

ulating the ruthless militarists who lead her

if Germany were ready to restore Belgium’s

armies and carry into execution the policy of
terrorism and brutality by which she seeks

full freedom.

Dr. Michaelis offers no re

ply. But the Berlin Lokal-Anzeiger answers
for him when it says: “Mr. Asquith must
know that, aside from a handful of dream
ers, nobody thinks of handing Belgium again
to England and France.” And the Catholic
organ, the Cologne Volkszeitung, “attempts
to prove,” says an Associated Press dispatch,
“that the retention of Belgium and the an
nexation of regions in the East are indis
pensable to that protection of the German
frontiers which Chancellor Michaelis speci
fied.”

Who can believe, in a week of Allied panic
over submarine losses, German aggression
on the Western front, and Russian reverses
in the East, and with a new harvest about
to relieve the domestic population, that Ger
many’s rulers are now ready to abandon the
ambitions for which they entered the war?
Ludendorff and Hindenburg are permitted
to distribute millions of pamphlets urging
Pan-Germanism among their troops. They
represent the dominant power in Germany.
The Kaiser probably would have more cause
to fear the loss of his throne if he thwarted

their will by concluding a peace without con
quest than if he came out openly in support
of their programme. That programme has
the support not only of the junkers and the
military caste, but of the commercial and
industrial leaders.

Chancellor Michaelis makes much of an

alleged agreement between France and the
old autocratic Russian Government, entered
into this year, by which, it is alleged, terri
tory west of the Rhine and adjoining Alsace
Lorraine was to be taken from Germany
and made into a buffer state. The new Rus
sia has demanded a revision of these earlier

agreements, and she can rely on the support
of President Wilson in insisting that Allied
war aims be purged of any selfish purpose.
With the knowledge we now have of the Ger
man Government's morals and intention, we

Some sort of protection against such a tide
of brutality as swept down on Belgium in

to Germanize the world.

Our disaffected

pacifists would do well to heed the testimony
of such a distinguished leader in the pacifist
cause as Prof. Vernon Kellogg, of Stanford
University, whose book analyzing and dis
posing of the biological arguments for war

was an important contribution to pacifist
literature shortly before the beginning of
the present conflict. Prof. Kellogg had
charge of relief distribution in Northern

France, and in the current Atlantic Monthly
he gives us convincing portraits of the types
of men who dominate in Germany today.
He was quartered at Great Headquarters,
and his constant companions were German

officers of high rank. Among them were
generals with no philosophy save that of the
Sword, and former college professors at
whose feet he had sat in the old days. But
nowhere was there disagreement with the
theory that Germany's right to rule the

world is limited only by her might. A dis
tinguished biologist among them was able,
by ignoring the part played, even among
animals, by altruism as a factor in evolution,
to prove that the law of the survival of the

fittest governs nations as men, and that only
by physical struggle, by war, could that law
work its will. This is the philosophy of
the German rulers. It is a cold-blooded, de
humanized philosophy founded on a perver
sion of modern science that ignores the
existence of spiritual and moral factors—a

philosophy equally repellant to the human
itarian and the religionist. It is hard to
understand how men and women who hate
tyranny and brutality can view with com
placency an outcome of the war that would

give to this philosophy the prestige of suc
cess and to the nation that evolved it and

subscribes to it a dominating place in the
world. Such an outcome would be the peace
of which Michaelis talks today, a peace that

left Germany in possession of the conquered
have only to put ourselves in France's place territory now occupied by her armies,
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Why We Are At War
By Louis F. Post
II

By the menacing extension of his battle
line out upon the Atlantic Ocean toward the

American citizens on American ships under
the American flag upon waters where they
United States (as indicated by the shaded had as good right to be as in their own cities,
parts of the map which accompanied the first States or harbors, then a new element came
of these articles in last week's PUBLIC), and into the case. Our Republic was invasively
his claim to military sovereignty over the and defiantly put upon the defensive. The
intervening waters, the German Kaiser most pacific administration the United States
challonged the United States to fight or fall has ever had could no longer keep us out of
back. He thereby claimed this area of the the war without putting us into national sub
ocean as a Prussian lake. Had he won the jection to an alien power. The German Gov

European war he could have extended his ernment had then left no alternative to this
claim to the whole ocean, unless We our

Government but war or surrender.

Our ships might indeed have stayed away
selves had subsequently broken the peace and
made war upon him to recover what for the from the ocean area over which the German
sake of peace with him we had unresistingly Government thus asserted exclusive sover
yielded at a more favorable time for defense. eignty. Their crews and passengers might
Had he lost the war, with what grace could have remained at home in obedience to the
we have claimed restoration by the victorious Kaiser's command. In obedience to that com
Allies of the ocean rights which, during their mand our Government might have ordered
them to do so. But none of this would have
war, we had yielded to their foe?
But our concern in the matter comes closer
home even than that. When the Kaiser noti
fied the Government of the United States

been any safer to our independence, any more
in the interest of peace between this country
and Germany, or any more reasonable on any

that after February 1, 1917, he would sink
at sight American vessels entering the ocean
area indicated by the shaded parts of the

count, than if the Kaiser had ordered us to
stay off all the ocean outside our own terri

torial waters, and we had obeyed.
If the United States ought, in conscience
When Within that area or from policies of peace, to have yielded to

map referred to, he declared war against
the United States.

he began sinking American vessels at sight,
as he had notified our Government he would

the Kaiser's extension of the invasive battle
line out upon the ocean to the 20th meridian

in our direction, we should have had no rea
Son in conscience or peace policy, for forcibly

do, and killed American crews and pas
sengers sailing on them under the American
flag, he made war upon the United States. It
was on his part invasive war, a war of con

mand to the 30th degree, nor to the 60th, nor

quest, precisely the kind of war upon this

even to the very three-mile limit off our own

country which he had made two and a half
years earlier upon Belgium and France.

coast line. There is no argument in opposi
tion to our war against the German Kaiser

resisting its extension at the Kaiser's com

Before that declaration of war and those as a War of self defense, which would not be
acts of war, we had reason to fear the Ger as reasonable if, in his lust of world conquest,
man Government, reason for indignation, rea he were immediately approaching our water
son for resentment. We might have gone to frontiers across the ocean, as almost three
war with no slight reasons; and that we did years ago, obsessed with that lust, he ap
not was because our Government was then, proached the land frontiers of France across
as it still is, under an administration which Belgium.
Of course, on principles of non-resistance
does not revel in thoughts of war; it abhors
But when the German Government ad

the United States would not be justified in

vanced its invasive battle line out upon the
open Atlantic in our direction, asserting its
sovereignty there as it was asserting it in

either case. Nor should one be hasty to deny

war.

that non-resistance is good strategy as well
as good morals. It has sanctions that cannot

Belgium and northern France, and killing be lightly ignored, and there are historical
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instances of its potency. At all events no
high-minded person or noble-spirited people
will countenance bullying denunciation or
tolerate maltreatment of those among them
who preach and practice non-resistance. The
memory of Tolstoy forbids. But the policy
of national non-resistance to wars of conquest
is not yet a social factor. Still feeling its
way forward, the world is unappreciative of
any better defense to invasive war than de
fensive war.

As one of the most idealistic

and deservedly influential newspapers of our
country and time has phrased the thought,
“The world has not reached the place where
might can be met with argument, or where
the wrath of nations can be turned away with
a soft answer.” It is by the test of the social
toe-mark of our own time that our war

against the German invader must be tried;
and by that test the war we wage is a neces
sary war because it is a war of national self
defense.
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to all nations and make the world itself at
last free.”
Those are the ideals for which we are to

struggle while in the war. They are the
ideals for which we are to stand in adjusting
terms of peace when the war is over. And
they are none the less genuine because in our
war struggle in their behalf we temporarily
suspend our own guaranties of individual
liberty in order to make the war effective as
our people would have it, instead of a failure
as the war lords of Germany would like it to
be. This is part of the necessary cost of all
wars for democracy. Our Revolutionary war,
with its democratic purpose and outcome,
could not have been won by democratic meth

ods. The French Revolution, with its demo
cratic aspirations and its overthrow of an
cient feudalism, was it not sustained coer
cively? Our Civil War for a government of

the people, for the people and by the people,
was not prosecuted in very strict accordance

That there are more ideal justifications has
been intimated above.

Public

Our war is no less

just than necessary as a war of self-defense;
and it is just also because it is a war in de
fense of the peaceable democracies of the
world. This justification, eloquently made
by the President in his war proclamation, can
not be too often repeated, nor too clearly ap
prehended. “We are now about to accept
gauge of battle with this natural foe to lib
erty,’” said the President, “and shall, if neces
sary, spend the whole force of the nation to

check and nullify his pretensions and its
power. We are glad, now that we see the
facts with no veil of false pretense about

with democratic forms or deference to demo

cratic guaranties. It is not, however, with
the higher ideals for which we are now at
war that this discussion is especially con
cerned, except as they may be involved in the
necessity for defending ourselves against an
invading foe. Back of those ideals are the
plain work-a-day facts to which the Presi
dent referred as the moving cause of our
going into the war, when he advised Con

gress that “the recent course of the Imperial
German Government” had been “in fact

nothing less than war against the Govern
ment and people of the United States.”
On those facts, the Congress of the United
States, the only authority known to our fun
damental law for such action, and through
the only process that would have been bind

them, to fight thus for the ultimate peace of
the world and for the liberation of its peoples,
the German people included; for the rights
of nations great and small, and the privilege ing upon our Government, accepted the war
of men everywhere to choose their way of life challenge of the German Kaiser. No refer
and obedience. The world must be made safe endum could have had any legal force. Nor
for democracy”—an injury to one is the con would it have had any probable advisory
cern of all. “Its peace must be planted upon value. It would only have offered another op
the lasting foundations of political liberty. portunity for Prussian diplomacy. The obli
We have no selfish ends to serve. We desire gation was upon Congress; the only power
no conquest, no dominion”—our war is not to decide was in Congress; the only available
of the Prussianistic order. “We shall fight reflection of public opinion short of revolu
for the things which we have always carried tion was through Congress. And Congress
nearest our hearts—for democracy, for the

accepted this challenge of war.

right of those who submit to authority to have
a voice in their own governments, for the
rights and liberties of small nations, for a
universal dominion of right by such a concert
of free peoples as shall bring peace and safety

no private interest but in the public interest.

It did so in

It did so because the German Government

was making actual war upon the Government
and people of the United States.

The challenge was not accepted while it
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remained a “scrap of paper.” But when this
challenge of war was vitalized by deeds of
war, when in accordance with its terms of
defiance American ships were sunk and
American lives were taken under the Ameri

can flag by the Government of Germany with
in an ocean area on which the rights of this
country are as indefeasible as its rights to
its own territory, but over which the German
Government had invasively assumed exclu
sive sovereignty, then Congress accepted the
challenge of war. It could not have done less.
There was no possible alternative. This
self-constituted enemy of ours, after long fos
tering a policy of conquest, had actually in
vaded Belgium and France pursuant to that
policy. By that long fostered policy, he had
proved his invasive intent. By his actual in
vasion he had transmuted invasive intent into

invasive action. By his diplomatic negotia
tions with Mexico and his operations within
the United States, he had disclosed his inva
sive intent toward the United States itself
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the overt act, would have been to surrender
our discretion. So our war with the autocratic

German Government, if it involved no ideals
at all of the loftier or less selfish type, would
nevertheless be justified as a necessary War
of national self-defense.

We are resisting invasion as truly as if our
call to arms had been to check a hostile army
marching northward through Mexico or
southward from Quebec. And in sending Sol
diers to France to help the French, the Brit
ish and the Belgians drive the invader away
from their home countries and into his, we
are defending our own home country with the
same necessity as if we were advancing into
Canada or Mexico to meet an approaching
army of conquest. While the German Kaiser
is in France or Belgium, he is a menace to
the United States, now that he has demon
strated his hostile intent toward this country;
and no peace can be made with safety to our
independence until he has left the places he
has invaded and gone back to his own fron

as one of the objectives of his general policy.
By throwing his invasive battle line out upon

tiers.

the ocean to the 20th meridian in the direc
tion of the United States with a threat to the

sent to his conquering the world, nation by

United States, he confirmed his hostile intent
toward this country. His destruction of
American ships and American lives under the
American flag within that ocean area was the
overt act of his aggressive war upon the
United States. For us to have ignored the

which resistance to his foul ambitions de

allies, or later on in our own country and

manifest intent after it had been vitalized by

without allies.

It might possibly have been better to as
nation, than to enter into the awful carnage
mands; but that is not the vital question. We
were not confronted with a problem of war
or no war. Our problem was one of resisting
conquest now, in a war in Europe and with

Two Forms of Power.
By Lee Francis Lybarger.

The two perils which mankind have ever
to fear are Poverty and Power. These twin
monsters of evil have been present in all
countries and under all forms of government
—Poverty and Power.
And there is some mysterious but persist
ent connection between them; that is to say,
between the possession of power and the pos
session of property—between the lack of
power and lack of property.
Blackstone said that “Property gives
power.” Of that there can be no doubt. In
fact property is power in itself.
But while it is true that property gives

power, may it not also be true that power

gives property? The holders of power are
always the holders of property. Did you ever
notice that? And perhaps the reason why
the possessors of a nation's power are also
the possessors of its property, is because they
can command and take it.

Power is some

thing which the powerless can not resist.
Power is manifested through two arms, or
branches. There is political power and there

is industrial power. Political power is rep
resented in monarchial and despotic forms
of government, backed and maintained by
the Sword.

Industrial power is the capacity to com

mand and take products of the labor of the
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people against their will and without render
ing an equivalent. And it is maintained
through the control of the source of supply.
Thus while political power controls the
lives and absorbs the wealth of the people by
means of the sword, industrial power con
trols their lives and absorbs their wealth by
controlling the sources of wealth. The one
is militaristic—the other monopolistic.
And yet industrial power, though subtle
and hidden from the sight of the people, is
no less potent than political power. Aye, it
is even more potent. For it is a law that
whoever controls any source of life controls
all the people who must live from that source.
To this law there is, and can be, no excep
tion. It is as universal, uniform and irrevoc
able as the law of gravitation.
Let me illustrate. Those of you who have
read Dumas' famous novel, “The Count of
Monte Cristo,” will recall that in the book
there was a very wealthy banker who dis
covered in the later years of his life that some
secret and powerful enemy was at work
against him and taking his fortune from him
in great chunks.
Finally he took alarm and decided that he
would sell what yet remained—and he still
had an abundance—go into some other part

chicken anyway.

How much is the beef

steak?” “Fifty dollars.” “How much for the
potatoes?” “Twenty-five dollars.” “How
much for the bread and butter?” “Ten dol

lars.” “How much is coffee per cup?” “Five
dollars.”

“That is monstrous! It is robbery, extor
tion, infamous!” cried out the old man in
wrath. “I will not eat. I tell you I—will—
not—eat.” With great suavity and defer
ence of manner the young man answered.
“Very well, your honor, if you do not want to
eat, you do not have to eat. Furthermore,
you insinuated a moment ago something
about being in the hands of robbers. I want
you to know, honored sir, that you are in the
keeping of gentlemen, gentlemen who would
not touch a dollar upon your person, and who
will not compel you to eat. You, sir, are in
the keeping of gentlemen.”
But the time came when he must eat—or

starve. And he could not stand against hun
ger. There was no escape. He must have

the coffee, the meat, the bread, the potatoes—
must have them or perish.
And in order to get them, he must pay
their price. They controlled the sources of
-

life.

If he lived at all he must make terms

with them. And they could impose any
of the world and live in secret the rest of his terms, and charge any price they chose. That
life. He did so. At Rome he fell into the power was theirs by the fact that they had a

secret conspiracy that had been formed monopoly of the sources of life.
against him, was captured by the highway
If he himself could have gotten past them
robbers, and carried into the catacombs to the source of supplies, all would have been
under the “Eternal City.”
well. But this he could not do. A mighty
A large opening in the rock was set aside wall had been built around the things which
for him. A young man was placed on guard. make life possible, and he was shut out.
After his excitement had calmed somewhat

Thus did the days and the weeks go by.

he realized that it had been many hours since Thus did he struggle in vain against their
he had had anything to eat. So he said to monstrous extortions. He had asked if they
the young man on guard: “Young man, don’t were going to starve him as well as rob him.

I get anything to eat?

Are you going to He now saw that they had taken a more
To which the courtly and polite method and were going
young man replied: “Yes, sir, you can have to rob him by starving him into subjection
all you want to eat. We dine here a la carte. to their terms. He might have resisted blows,
You Order what you want—pay for what you torture, and even the threat of bullets. But
get. How is that?”
he could not resist hunger. At length he
The old banker responded: “That sounds was given his “freedom”—with not a penny.
That is what I mean by economic power.
very well. I have heard that there is honor,
even among thieves. Bring me some chicken, Men can stand against cannon. They can
some bread, and a cup of coffee. And bring face shrapnel. But they cannot resist hun
it quick, for I am nearly famished. Oh, by ger. God knows they cannot resist hunger.
the way, how much is the chicken?” “One And that is the leverage upon which eco
hundred dollars.” “Well, then, just bring nomic power works—hunger. And its basis
me some beefsteak. I do not care much for is the control of the sources of wealth,
starve me as well as rob me?”
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ural resources and natural monopolies is approxi
mately six and a half billion dollars this year,

while the producers of the country have to pay

Week Ended July 31.

nearly two and a half billion dollars in taxes, be
Congressional Doings
The Conference Committee on the food bill find

the greatest obstacles to an agreement to be the
question of control by one man or by a board of three,
and the proposal to create a joint Congressional
Committee on conduct of the war.

In regard to

the liquor issue the conferees agreed to prohibition
of whisky, authorizing of the President to com
mandeer as much of the existing supply as he may

see fit, and to fix the amount of alcohol permissible
in beer and light wines.

[See current volume, page

722].
*

*

The river and harbors bill carrying an appro

priation of $27,954,000 passed the Senate on July
26 by a vote of 50 to 11. It passed the House on
June 27.

cause land owners are permitted to retain most of
the ground rent. Despite the shortage of crops,
nearly half of the arable farm land of the country
is held idle, most of it by slackers for speculative
purposes. To bring land into productive use it
must be taxed more heavily.
The Committee will have bills introduced in Con

gress promptly to carry its program into effect,
and conduct a nation-wide campaign therefor.
Mr. C. B. Kegley, Master of the Washington State
Grange, said:
The farmers of the country are alive to the fact
that heavy taxation of land values is the only way
to break up monopoly in land, and to reduce the
high cost of production for farmers. Farmers are
not fooled any longer by the financial interests,
which claim that taxing land values will hurt

farmers. They know that the selling price of land
in New York City is greater by several hundred
millions of dollars than the

End of Shipping Board Dispute
President Wilson accepted on July 24 the resigna
tion of General George W. Goethals, manager of
the shipping board's emergency fleet corporation.
As a result of a dispute with William Denman,
chairman of the shipping board, the resignation
had been tendered the President several days be
fore. At the same time President Wilson required

the resignation of Mr. Denman, which was tend
ered at once. The resignation of another board
member, John B. White, tendered a month ago was
also accepted.
Edward N. Hurley of Chicago,
formerly of the Trade Commission, was appointed
to succeed Mr. Denman, Rear Admiral Washington
L. Capps to succeed General Goethals, and Bain
bridge Colby of New York to succeed Mr. White.
On July 26 Theodore Brent, vice-chairman of the

New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Rhode
Island, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia
and Wyoming.
The speculator in farm lands is one of the great
est enemies of real farmers.

With the exception of the lowest grade of un
skilled urban laborers, farmers are the most heav
ily taxed class of people in the United States, not

only because they pay taxes on their improvements,
stock, crops, etc., but because the larger part of
the cost of Federal government, especially the cost

of the war, is secured through indirect taxes which
are shifted to ultimate consumers.

Farmers and

their families constitute about a third of the popu
lation of the United States, and pay at least a

The average farmer

pays $180 to $200 a year in taxes. As a farmer
for the better part of half a century, I want to tell

Conference on Cost of Living

The conference on the High Cost of Living met
at the Raleigh Hotel, Washington, on July 30. It
was called by the Committee on the High Cost of
Living. On opening the Conference Chairman Fred
cric C. Leubuscher said in part:
The Committee was organized to remove the
fundamental economic causes of the high cost of

living, as distinguished from the administrative
defects of distribution.

price of all

Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Louisi
ana, Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada,

third of consumption taxes.
Board, resigned.

#

land classified as farm land, including suburban
land, in the twenty states of Alabama, Arizona,

farmers that it is to their interest to have most

of the cost of the war paid by a tax on land values.
The bare land value of the average farm in the

United States does not exceed $2,000 to $2,500.
A Federal tax of 3 to 5 per cent on the value of

land would mean a tax of $60 to $90 on the average
farm, much less than the farmer would have to

pay under any other system of taxation. Such a
# would reduce the prices farmers pay for sup
piles.

The Food bill alone does

Such a tax would not only raise adequate reve

not effectively deal with the present high fixed
charges of production, due to the monopoly of nat

nue to finance most of the cost of the war cur

ural resources, and to our system of taxation.

The program of the Committee includes: (A)
A federal tax of one per cent on the value of all
land, and two per cent on the value of all unim

proved land; (B) Federal acquisition and opera
tion of all natural resources—oil, iron and other
ores, timber, coal and water power—the owners

of title thereto to be paid only for their prudent
investment, but nothing for good will nor for the

value given by nature; and the products to be sold
at cost, at least during the war.

The Committee favors governmental ownership
and operation, on similar terms, of all natural mo
nopolies, such as railroads.
The Committee estimates that the aggregate un
earned profits of land speculators, owners of nat

rently, but is the most statesmanlike way of insur
ing, not only the largest possible increase in food
production and supply, if the war is to continue
another year, which will enable us to supply the
nations with all they need, but of supplying the
money to pay for the war as we go without plac
ing any burden on production comparable to that
which must be imposed if this plan is not
adopted. If the Federal Government, backed by
state governments, will, as a war measure, place
a tax of from three to five per cent on all land in
cities, villages and country, in proportion to their

unimproved value, without any tax on improve
ments, and on all land, whether improved or unim

proved, the problems both of feeding the nations
and financing the war, will be solved and a perma
nent prosperity for all will be guaranteed.

The
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I wish also to express the approval of the farm
ers of the country, so far as my close association
with them entitles me to do so, of the plan to have
the Federal Government acquire all natural re
sources without paying for any monopoly value
given by nature.
The farmers of the country have suffered from
the depredations of the Standard Oil Co., the
United States Steel Corporation and coal monopo
lizers. Their unearned profits due to the control of
a natural resource given by nature for the use of
all on equal terms has markedly increased the
farmers’ cost of production.

In this fight for democracy, America must prove
itself the most democratic country under the sun,
and the program of the American Committee on

the High Cost of Living is all in the direction and
all essential to fundamental, genuine and workable
democracy.
Western Starr, of the Farmers' Executive Com

mittee on the Higher Cost of Living, spoke at the
session of July 31. He said in part, while urging
gradual and uniform transference of all taxation to
land values:

Sixteen years ago there were less than one

hundred and fifty combinations, mergers, trusts
that had been organized to suppress the operation
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stroke, Russia cut the bonds of oppression by re
covering the land to the people.
Calculating ground rent, actual or potential, at
only 5 per cent, the owners of land in the United
States secure annually over and above taxes on
land values, the enormous sum of $4,250,000,000.

Nearly all of this goes to about half as many

# as the number of subscribers to the Liberty
an.

A tax of one per cent upon the selling price of
land will yield about $850,000,000. An additional

''

tax of one per cent
the full value of all unim
proved land will yield about $50,000,000 more—a
total of $900,000,000.

With such a tax, New York City would pay
about $51,000,000, of which the Astor family would
pay nearly $850,000, and the ninety-nine families
who own one-ninth of the value of land in New

York City would pay, about $5,330,000.
The dozen biggest land monopolists in Chicago
would pay about $2,000,000. The small home own
ers in cities and the small farmer would pay about

$3 to $15, one-tenth to one-third of what he would
have to pay to raise an equal amount by indirect
taxes upon consumption and necessities.
The Conference adjourned to hold another session
on August 1.

of the natural laws of trade and commerce in the

Republic.

Eight years ago there were over ten

thousand such combinations, mergers, trusts, and
they had increased the mass of wealth concen

trated, into a bulwark as well as weapon, from
less than four to more than thirty-one billions of
capital; every dollar of which was based upon

Mooney Prosecution Fails

Mrs. Rena Mooney was acquitted of murder by
the jury in San Francisco July 25. She was charged
with complicity in the bomb throwing last July at
the preparedness parade. Her trial had lasted nine

£y of the natural resources of the Republic.

and

In other words, these servants of the people had

Mooney, convicted on what was later shown to be
framed up testimony, has an appeal for a new trial
pending. Two other defendants charged with the

capitalized the population of the Republic at about
$350 per head; and from their labor and necessi
ties absorbed the rich benefits of the industrial

progress of a continent.

a

half

weeks.

Her

husband,

same offense still are to be tried.

Thomas

A.

These are Israel

The key to the entire structure consists in the
control of nature's gifts to all men, the natural

Weinberg and Edward A. Nolan.

opportunities out of which all men must live—

As a result of the disclosures which showed a
frame up in the case of Thomas Mooney, a move

deprived of which no man can live.
The farmer, being the primary industrial unit
being the largest single unit in the economic and
industrial scheme, has always been the first to feel
the consequences of every maladjustment and the
last to benefit by the slow developing economies in
production and distribution.

Concretely, he has

been carrying the heavy end of the log, always;
and more definitely so with a tariff scheme, which
for over fifty years has forbidden him to buy
where he could get the most for his money.

He

has been seduced away from the farm land into
the shop and factory. He is now to be told that
he cannot sell where he can get the most for his

sk

*

-

ment for the recall of District Attorney Charles
M. Fickert was launched. On July 21 the petition
was filed with 15,038 signatures. The number re
quired was but 11,837. Those having the move
ment in charge say that they have 10,000 additional
signatures in reserve. The registrar has ten days
in which to verify the signatures. Should the peti
tion be found to comply with the law a recall elec
tion must be called within 35 days. Should the
number of genuine signatures be insufficient the
filers of the petition have 20 days in which to file
additional names.

S.

Charles H. Ingersoll, chairman of the Committee
on the High Cost of Living, said in part, while advo
cating what he called the “Liberty Tax”:
Democracy cannot be attained in these United
States, however noble our purpose in entering the
war, unless we break up monopoly, afford the
working people free access to the land, and stop
our sinful and undemocratic practice of farming
out the workers to land speculators.

We must

have a liberty tax—a tax which will pry land spec
ulators off the back of the producers, release the
land to the people, open opportunity for all, and
leave every man free in the possession of what he
produces. This can be done only by the liberty

Free Speech Fight
Judge Learned Hand of the Federal District Court

at New York, on July 24, issued a temporary injunc
iion forbidding the Postmaster, Thomas G. Patten,

from barring The Masses from the mails. In render
ing his decision, Judge Hand said he had carefully
examined the cartoons and articles which the Post

which fails to do this can secure the enduring re

Office Department claimed violated the provisions of
the Espionage Act. He said in part:
They are all within the scope of that right to
criticise either by temperate reasoning, or by im
moderate and indecent invective, which is nor
mally the privilege of the individual in countries

spect nor the full affection of its people. With one

dependent upon the free expression of opinion

tax—the tax on land values.

No government
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or any established sect which is excused from the

ment may be trivial in substance and violent and

draft, one could not legally express the same admi
ration and approval for others who entertain the
same conviction but do not happen to belong to

perverse in manner, but, so long as it is confined

to abuse of existing policies or laws, it is impos
sible to class it as a false statement of facts of the

kind here in question. To modify this provision,
so clearly intended to prevent #e spreading of
false rumors which may embarrass the military,
into prohibition of any kind of propaganda, honest
or vicious, is to disregard the meaning of language
established by legal construction and common use,
and to raise it into a means of suppressing intem
perate and inflammatory public discussion, which
was surely not its purpose.

As to the cartoons, it seems to me quite clear
that they do not fall within such a test. Certainly,
the nearest is that entitled “Conscription,” and the
most that can be said of that is that it may breed
such animosity to the draft as will promote resist
ance and strengthen the determination of those
disposed to be recalcitrant.

the Society of Friends. It cannot be that the law
means to curtail such expressions merely because
the convictions of the class within the draft are
stronger than their sense of obedience to the law.

When the question is of a statute constituting a
crime, it seems to me that there should be more

definite evidence of the act. The question before
me is similar to what would arise upon a motion
to dismiss an indictment at the close of the proof;
could any reasonable man say, not that the indi
rect result of the language might be to arouse a
seditious disposition, for that would not be enough,
but that the language directly advocated resistance
to the draft? I cannot think that upon such lan
guage any verdict would stand. Of course, the
language of the statute cannot have one meaning

There is no intimation

in an indictment and another when the case comes

that however hateful the draft may be, one is in
duty bound to resist it, certainly none that such

up here, because by hypothesis, if this paper is not

resistance is to one's interest.
even

with

the limitations

I cannot, therefore,

which

surround

the

mailable under section 3 of title 1, its editors
have committed a crime in uttering it.

[See current volume, page 723.]

power of the court, assent to the assertion that any
of the cartoons violate the act.

more embarrassment.

*

The text offers

The poem to Emma Gold

man and Alexander Berkman, at most, goes no

further than to say that they are martyrs in the
cause of love among nations. Such a sentiment
holds them up to admiration, and hence their con
duct to possible emulation. The paragraph in
which the editor offers to receive funds for their

appeal also expresses admiration for them, but
goes no further. The paragraphs upon conscien
tious objectors are of the same kind. They go no
further than to express high admiration for those
who have held and are holding out for their con
victions even to the extent of resisting the law.

It is plain enough that the paper has the fullest
sympathy for these people, that it admires their
courage and that it presumptively approves their
conduct. Indeed, in the earlier numbers and be
fore the draft went into effect the editor urged
resistance. Since I must interpret the language in
the most hostile sense, it is fair to suppose, there
fore, that these passages go as far as to say:
“These men and women are heroes and worthy of

a freeman’s admiration. We approve their con
duct; we will help to secure them their legal rights.
They are working for the betterment of mankind
through their obdurate consciences.”

*

A Pittsburgh meeting scheduled for July 29, under
auspices of the People's Council, at which Senator La
Follette was to speak, was prohibited by the police.
Civil Liberties

In announcing establishment of a “Civil Liberties
Bureau” to protect free speech and other constitu
tional rights, the American Union Against Mili
tarism declares the chief purpose of the bureau to
be giving of legal aid and advice to persons whose
rights are menaced. A part of the bureau work

will be in behalf of conscientious objectors.

The

committee in charge of the work consists of Roger

N. Baldwin, Amos Pinchot, Agnes Brown Leach,
Norman Thomas, John Haynes Holmes, and John
Lovejoy Elliott. Attorneys in many cities have vol
unteered to act free of charge in behalf of injured
persons. The Union disclaims any attempt to ob
struct the war and expects to work in co-operation
with the Federal officials at Washington. As an
evidence of President Wilson's approval of protec

tion of constitutional rights in war time the Union

Moreover, these passages, it must be remem

cites this recent letter to Miss Lillian Wald and

bered, occur in a magazine which attacks with the

twenty other citizens in answer to a request that
he inform Federal and local officials of their obliga
tion to uphold such rights. The President replied:
“You may be sure I will have the matter in mind
and will act, I hope, at the right time in the spirit
of your suggestion.” The headquarters of the
bureau are at 70 Fifth Avenue, New York.

utmost violence the draft and the war.

That such

comments have a tendency to arouse emulation in
others is clear enough, but that they counsel others
to follow these examples is not so plain. Literally,
at least, they do not; and while, as I have said, the
words are to be taken, not literally, but according
to their full import, the literal meaning is the
starting point for interpretation.

One may admire and approve the course of a
hero without feeling any duty to follow him.
There is not the least implied intimation in these
words that others are under a duty to follow.
The most that can be said is that, if others do

follow, they will get the same admiration and the
same approval. Now, there is surely an appre
ciable distance between esteem and emulation,
and unless there is here some advocacy of such

emulation I cannot see that the passages can be

Negroes Protest Against Lynchers
A silent parade in protest against lynching was
arranged by Negro citizens of New York. On July
28 about 4,000 men, women and children partici
pated. Banners were carried with inscriptions as
follows: “Thou shalt not kill.”

these, my brethren.”

“Unto the least of

“Mother, do lynchers go to

heaven?” “Suffer little children and forbid them
not.” “Give me a chance to live.” “Mr. President,

said to fall within the law.

If they do, it would follow that, while one might

express admiration and approval for the Quakers

why not make America safe for democracy.” “Race
prejudice is the offspring of ignorance and the
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mother of lynching.” “Patriotism and loyalty pre
suppose protection and liberty.” “Memphis and
Waco, centres of American culture?” “The world
owes no man a living, but every man an opportunity
to earn a living.” “If fault is to be found with

our color, blame God and yourselves.” “India is
abolishing caste; America is adopting it.” “Repelled

any man, woman or child (without regard to sex or
race) who may wish and be able to cultivate or uti
lize the soil and the natural wealth therein or there

upon. And when the portion of said land cultivated
and utilized by any individual shall no longer be de
sired by him or her for such use, he or she shall be
free to sell the nonmovable improvements or incre

ments produced by his or her labor to another worker,

by the unions, we are condemned as scabs.”

or to the Selectman or citizens of Epsom, at cost

valuation, to the end that no speculative increase in
Massachusetts Constitutional Convention
By a vote of 8 to 7 the Committee on the Initia

tive and Referendum on July 23 reported favorably

such values shall be allowed.

to the Massachusetts Constitutional Convention the
Initiative and Referendum amendment endorsed by

European War
The Russian lines in the east are stiffening after

the Union for a Progressive Constitution. As

the panic that caused the army in Galicia to aban
don its position. The shame over their ignominious
flight, and the fear of punishment under the drastic
rules adopted by the Kerensky Government is caus
ing a reaction that has all but stopped the German

origi

nally drawn it made 25,000 votes the number
required for initiation of Constitutional Amend

ments. This committee increased to 40,000. For
statutory acts the committee made the requirement
20,000 signatures instead of 15,000, and for the

referendum 15,000 signatures are required. Initi
ated measures are first to be referred to the Legis
lature which must act thereon before the first Wed
nesday in June. Should it fail to do so it will be

referred to the voters at the next election provided
5,000 additional signatures are secured.

advance.

In Roumania the Russian and Roumanian

forces have been making headway against the enemy,
and the line from Pinsk Marshes to Riga is un
shaken. On the western front the heavy assaults
made by the Germans to retake their positions on
the Craonne plateau have been fruitless, and the
French have renewed their offensive.

In Flanders

and as far south as Lens a duel of enormous pro
*

*

Another referendum proposition which has been
approved allows the Governor to submit measures

to the Legislature which must be reported from
the committee in 30 days, and if not adopted, may
be referred by him to the people for action.
Tax Reform News

Capitol Heights, Maryland, adjoining the District
of Columbia, voted on July 9 to raise all local rev

enue by taxation of land values only.
*

*

The town Commissioners of Perryville, Maryland,

have issued a circular reading as follows:
COME TO PERRYVILLE!

portions is reported between the British and German
artillery. The British have begun an assault north
of the River Lys in Belgium. [See current volume,
page 725.]
*

*

Peace talk is heard in many places, but no one in
authority has ventured a definite proposal. Premier
Lloyd George in his comment on Chancellor Michaelis'
address to the Reichstag declares it to be a “facing
all-ways” speech, a speech to placate those desiring
peace, and a speech to satisfy the junker annex
ationists.

Both the German Chancellor and Count

Czernin, the Austrian Prime Minister, made state
ments to the press on the 29th, in which they at

desirable place to live in, the Commissioners

tempted to show that it was entirely the fault of the
Allies that peace was not made at this time. A
meeting early in August between representatives of

of Perryville have passed an ordinance providing
that all household goods, merchandise and other

formulate definite terms of agreement. The confer

forms of personal property and all buildings and

ence of the Allies at Paris to consider the Balkan

shall be free of local

situation unanimously adopted a report declaring:
The allied powers, more closely united than ever

In order to build up the town; to induce set
tlers to locate here; and to make it an attractive
and

£vements of every kind
Xes.

Hereafter the man who builds a house in Per
ryville will not have it levied on every year by
the town as long as it stands; the merchant will
not be assessed for his stock, nor the manufac
turer for his plant. We want houses, stores and
industries of all kinds, and propose to offer them
every inducement.

Taxes will be levied on site values only.

Russia and those of the rest of the Entente will

for the defense of the people's rights, particularly
in the Balkan Peninsula, are resolved not to lay
down arms until they have attained the ends

which in their eyes dominates all others—to ren
der impossible a return of the criminal aggression

such as that wherefor the Central Empires bear
the responsibility.
*

*

WILLIS B. GORRELL
GEORGE. B. CAMPBELL
HARVEY S. RUTTER

July, 1917.

Commissioners of Perryville.

Restoring Land to the People
Josephine S. Tilton of Epsom, New Hampshire,
“believing it to be fundamentally wrong to hold land
in personal ownership because it is natural wealth
and not a product of man,” has conveyed to the
Selectman of that town her holdings for the use of

The Entente Powers agreed to withdraw their
troops from Greece proper, Thessaly, and Epirus,
which they have occupied during the period of con
flict under Constantine. The present Greek Govern
ment under Venizelos is acting with the Allies, and
the Macedonian campaign will not be affected by the
shifting of troops.
-

*>

*

British merchant ships to the number of 21 over

-

- --
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1,600 tons, and 3 less than that tonnage were sunk
by mines and submarines during the week, accord
ing to the British admiralty reports. The arrivals
at British ports during the week were 2,791, and
the departures the same, 2,791. The increase in
sinkings is due to a day of misfortune when the
submarines met several ships. The British author
ities believe the navy is slowly mastering the prob
lem.
*

*

Two attempts were made by German airplanes
to bomb Paris.

The first night raid resulted in

killing and wounding a few persons in the suburbs.
The second night the raiders were not able to reach
Paris. They did, however, succeed in destroying a
camp hospital near the front on their return.
*
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party, because of their attitude toward Russia, have
not been invited to send delegates to the conference.
The Russian frontiers have been closed till August

15 for the purpose of shutting out suspects who
have been flocking into the country, and to enable
the Government to capture spies and conspirators
who have been instrumental in creating disturb
ances. A stricter censorship of the press also has
been applied. Premier Kerensky said it was the
spirit of anarchy that needs to be obliterated.
“Stout hearts and stern hands are required to stay
the rout of the army. There is plenty of good ma
terial in Russia, but it has been allowed to go to
waste.” [See current volume, page 726.]
Ireland

*

America's part in the war is indicated by the
statement of the Secretary of the Treasury. Mr.

The Irish convention called by the British Govern
ment for the purpose of framing a constitution for
the future government of Ireland met in Dublin on

McAdoo estimates the cost of the war for the com
the 25th.

Sir Horace Plunkett was elected chair

ing year, exclusive of loans to the Allies, at $10,
735,807,000. It is estimated that if loans be made
to the Allies at the present rate the American Gov

man, and Sir Francis Hopwood was chosen secretary
On the second day the convention adjourned till Au

ernment will have to raise $15,000,000,000 during

prepare and issue to the members in circular form
material necessary for the convention to proceed
with its work. The preliminary procedure commit
tee has asked that its members be given full infor
mation regarding the proceedings in the convention
that drew up the Constitution of the Union of South
Africa. The Irish convention was attended by
ninety-two delegates, among whom are mentioned:
John Redmond, Joseph Devlin and the Govern

the first year. Of the year's total expenditures of
$10,735,807,000, it is expected that the War Depart
ment will spend $7,864,240,000, and the Navy,
$1,200,000,000. The Shipping Board expects to
spend on its program $799,000,000. It is estimated
that the daily expenditures of the several nations
approximate the following:
United States

. . . . . . . . . . . . . $41,096,164.65

For fighting . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,413,169.86
Loans to allies. . . . . .
Great Britain . . . . . . .
France . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . 11,682,994.79
. . . . . . 33,975,000.00
. . . . . . 18,000,000.00
. . . . . . 16,000,000.00
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000,000.00
Roumania . . . . .
2,000,000.00
Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000.00
Serbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000,000.00
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

gust 8, to enable the chairman and secretaries to

ment nominees, the Duke of Abercorn, the Marquis

of Londonderry, the Earl of Mayo, Viscount Midle
ton, Lord Cramorr, the Archbishop of Armagh, the
Most Rev. John B. Crozier, the Archbishop of

Cashel; the Most Rev. J. M. Harty, the Arch
bishop of Dublin; the Most Rev. John H. Bernard,
Sir Henry Arthur Blake, Colonel Robert H. Wal
lace, Grand Master of the Orangemen of Belfast,
and Hugh T. Barrie, John Joseph Clancy, Stephen
L. Gwynn, Thomas Lundon, and John O'Dowd,
members of the House of Commons.

Total Entente Powers. . . . $120,071,164.65
Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21,000,000.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,000,000.00
Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500,000.00
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500,000.00

[See current volume, page 726.]

NOTES

Austria

Total

Central

Powers. . . . . . $35,000,000.00

Russia

Premier Kerensky is moving with vigor and de
cision in restoring order both in the army and in
civil affairs. He is holding conferences with the
various military chiefs of the army with a view to
rebuilding the morale of the disorganized forces.
The resistance already offered by the panic-swept
troops in Galicia indicates the success of his efforts.
Plans also are under way to form a new cabinet of
fifteen or sixteen members having equal power, but
the changes contemplated, the Premier declares, will
not alter the Government's program of the war.
Preparations continue for the national conference
at Moscow, at which it is expected there will be 850

delegates.

Finland, Ukraine, and the Maximalist

—Harrison Grey Otis, of the Los Angeles Times,
died in that city on July 30, aged 80.
–Governor Brumbaugh of Pennsylvania vetoed
on July 28 the bill suspending the full crew law for
the period of the war.
—A strike lasting three days in the Tampico oil
region was terminated on the 27th by the Governor
of the Province, Alfred Ricaut, who ordered the
men back to work.

—A mob at Bemidji, Minnesota, led by the mayor
of the town, on July 26 raided I. W. W. head
quarters, destroyed the furniture and literature and
deported 50 of the members.
—The increased acreage of wheat, barley, oats and
potatoes in England and Wales this year amounts to
347,000 acres, or 6 per cent. It is estimated that the
area of “small cultivation” has been quadrupled.
—A conclusive proof of the effectiveness of the
campaign to eliminate unnecessary waste of food
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is seen in the decrease of 32 per cent in the garbage
of American cities aggregating a population of
15,000,000.
—Socialists of Switzerland in National Conven

tion at Berne on June 9 and 10, voted by 212 to 77
for prohibition of the use of national militia in
strikes and required socialist militiamen to refuse
to use their arms against strikers under any cir

upon that radical publication by the Post Office
Department. The Masses has been either violat
ing the law or it has not been violating the law.
If there is a charge of treasonable offenses, it is
for the public prosecutor to accuse, for a Grand
Jury to indict, for a trial jury to render a finding
of fact and for a judge to punish under the law.
It is not for the Post Office to combine all these
executive and judicial functions in itself.
If

cumstances.

—Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman were

brought back to New York on July 27 in accord
ance with Justice Brandeis' orders on July 29.
Miss Goldman was released on $25,000 bail, en
tirely in cash, after District Attorney Harold A. Con
tent had rejected Liberty Bonds for part of the
amount as unsatisfactory security.
—Mexico has issued a notice of the suspension of
tariff duties till December 31, 1917, on carts,

there is no alleged violation of Federal law, then
the Post Office in excluding from the mails arro
gates to itself a legislative power to create of
fenses as well as an executive and judicial power
to deal with them within its own activities.

On

any theory of the postal service as a public insti
tution, which is the fact, such a bureaucratic as

sumption of power ought to be unthinkable. It
is plain usurpation, and in so far as Judge Hand's
decision goes toward reminding the postal author
ities of the fact it is greatly welcome.

The Post

wagons, motor trucks, and other vehicles of all

kinds for commercial and agricultural use and the
transportation of goods, and carriages and auto
mobiles for passenger use.” The duties remitted
vary from $5.65 to $16.94 per hundred pounds.
—Race rioting broke out in Chester, Pa. on July
26 and continued on

the 27th.

There had been

trouble for two weeks until on July 26, a mob
of whites attacked two Negroes, one of whom shot
one of the mob in self defense. On the following
day a mob overcame the local and state police and
before it could be suppressed by the arrival of
additional guards, had killed three Negroes.
—A five-mile “dry zone” has been established
around military camps by order of the President.
The prohibition covers “any alcoholic liquor, includ
ing beer, ale, or wine.” In case of an existing in
corporated city or town within the limit the pro
hibition applies only to such territory within a half
mile. Houses of ill fame, brothels, or bawdy houses
also are forbidden within five miles of any military
camp or mobilization place.
—Congressmen Peter F. Tague and Frederick W.
Dallinger of Massachusetts charged the Post Office
Department on July 26 with tampering with their
private mail. Both appeared before the House
Committee on Post Office expenses. Congressman
Tague attributed the trouble to the fact that he
had taken issue with the Postmaster General over

instit
n of pneumatic tubes in Boston. Congress
man Dallinger had a controversy concerning the
Cambridge post office, since which time he claims

his mail has been opened in transit and re-sealed.
The committee decided to arrange for another hear
ing on the matter but has fixed no date.

PRESS OPINIONS
Would-Be Censors Rebuked

New York World, July 25.—Judge Learned
Hand of the United States District Court decides

that the Post Office Department has not shown
sufficient reason for excluding The Masses from
the mails. He accordingly lifts the ban placed

Office Department was created to carry the mails,
not to regulate political opinions.
Applies Also to Uncrowned Kings .

Duluth (Minn.) Herald, July 23.—Somebody
has exhumed an old Japanese prophecy which
says: “When men fly like birds, ten kings will
go to war against one another.” It has happened,
in a way; but if it had happened literally instead
of under the very liberal interpretation the world
has witnessed it would have been much better.

For the ten kings went to war against each other
in the most discreet manner imaginable—by send
ing out their subjects to do the fighting. If the
kings who want to go to war would shoulder a gun
and go out against each other, leaving the rest of
humanity at home to go about its important busi
ness of peace, it would be very well indeed—espe
cially would it be well if the kings destroyed each
other like the Kilkenny cats, leaving the world
kingless but at peace in human brotherhood.

CORRESPONDENCE
THE EVOLUTION OF A BANKER
In 1868 placer gold was discovered high up on
the sides of Mount Shasta in Northern California.

The report of this discovery was quickly known in
the other placer mining camps much farther south,
and a great stampede occurred. Five or six hun
dred miners at one time went to Shasta, staked out
their claims and commenced mining.
Of course, there was every variety of the genus
homo, from the saloonkeepers, gamblers, highway
men to the miner, speculator and prospector—a
motley crowd. For instance, there was Robert
Waite, an educated fellow, a sort of graduate, who
could talk on every subject from the Bible down
to Hoyle. Then, there was Silver Jack who, when
he was not mining, was shooting up the mining
camps or robbing stage-coaches.
This motley crew, when they arrived at Shasta,
all staked claims but one, and went to work, and

the diggings were good.

Of course, in the camp,

there grew up the usual accompaniments of good
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diggings, and the one person among this motley
crew, who were all absolutely equal and democratic,
seemed to have no occupation. He was better
dressed than the others; he was never about in
the day-time, but in the early evening might be
seen loitering around the gambling-houses. He
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exceed three-and-one-half per cent. And thus, this
great engine of exploitation, now operated to
plunder the producers of wealth in the United

States, would be turned into a great public benefac
tion and compel the bankers—parasites on society—
to join the ranks of the producing class.

neither swore nor drank; he talked but little, and

R. F. PETTIGREW.

he was known by everybody.
As the weeks went by he opened a little office

BOOKS

and began to loan money to miners—who had a

good claim and who were dissipating their earn
THE GERMAN KIND

ings—at 4 per cent. a month, and, as time went

on, he opened a bank and, because of his personal
good habits and rather agreeable appearance, the
miners deposited their savings with him and the
bank flourished and made money.
But, one day, he sold the bank and moved to
San Francisco and there opened a bank on a large
scale and became noted as one of the great finan

ciers of the Pacific Coast. And, a few years after
wards, when he had become famous, he removed to

New York and entered the circle of the great
financiers of the world, and became noted through
out the world as a manipulator of moneys and credit.
At a banquet which he gave to celebrate the
thirtieth year of his entry into the banking busi
ness, he became enthused with wine and, in his
speech, gave a sketch of his life and told how he
was the first banker at Shasta in '68. Thereupon,
the miners at Shasta—those of the old-timers who

still remained—held a meeting and discussed the
question. And they said:
“Why, this financier is not the man who started
the first bank at Shasta, or, if he is, then his name
was so-and-so and we remember him well.”

And they thereupon appointed a committee of
three to make an investigation and ascertain how
he got his start; and the committee reported that
he had gone with the stampede to Shasta, had

taken no claim and done no work whatever; but
that he slept days and crawled around at night
and stole from each of the miners so little of his

day's production that he did not miss it; and the
committee therefore resolved that this great finan
cier had changed his name, but had not changed
his methods of doing business which he inaugurated
at Shasta in the early days; but that he was still,
and ever since has been stealing so little from each

of his fellow-men that they did not miss it, and
had thus accumulated an enormous fortune and be

came one of the great financiers of the world. And
they concluded that no person or corporation
should be permitted to do banking business or loan
money under any circumstances; that the medium
of exchange was the life-blood of business, and
that, therefore, it should be controlled by the Gov
ernment alone; that every post office should be a
savings bank, and that the Government should es
tablish commercial banks everywhere and loan
money to the people at just what it cost to do the
business, above what was paid the depositors who
placed their surplus funds in the Postal Savings
Bank, so that, if the Postal Savings Bank paid
three per cent. to depositors the Government Com
mercial Banks would loan this money to the people
of the locality where it was deposited, for not to

Understanding Germany.

By Max Eastman.
Price $1.25.

Published by

Mitchell Kennerley, New York.

Of the making of war books there is evidently to
be no end, but we should not complain were all of
them equal in quality to the bouquet of essays by
Mr. Eastman, published under the suggestive title of
“Understanding Germany.” To fully understand
the extraordinary collective mentality of that strange
nation, including as it does the veriest extremes of
the best and worst elements in human nature—the

capacity for sustained flight in the upper regions
of poetry and philosophy, and for descent to the
lowest depths of brutality, is not easy. So far, how
ever, as this is possible, the duty lies upon us if we
would claim the right to hold an opinion on the
moral aspects of the European war.
It is difficult to agree without many qualifications
to the dictum which greets us in the preface: “The
man without a country is the only one who is able
to think clearly and love truth whatever occasions
arise.”

It is doubtless true that under certain con

ditions the mere fact of attachment to a flag tends
to vitiate a man’s judgment of those who, by the
mere accident of birth, have lived under a different
flag. But the strength of this tendency depends less
on the difference in flags than on the conditions, and
we should be unwilling to admit that the attainment
of the Pauline charity that “never faileth” and
which includes in its benign embrace the entire
human community, is contingent upon the atrophy
of the sentiment or impulse we call Patriotism. In

deed if it be true that clear thinking and sound
judgment are, as most psychologists agree, resul
tants of the healthy co-operation of all the normal
parts of a man, physical, intellectual and emotional,
then it is difficult to see why the loss of so vital
an emotion as the blind preference for one particu
lar spot of earth, for one language or dialect, or
even for one form of government, should clarify
the thought or purify the judgment. Is it not more
probable that under conditions giving free play to
the normal emotions, the love of country would beget
a respect for the similar sentiment in other nations,
a clearness of vision as to their rights, and a sound
ness of judgment as to our reciprocal duties? It
should not be necessary then, to do more than rec
ognize the fact that all our emotions, even the most
ennobling among them, are liable under certain
political, economic or social conditions, to become
morbid and so to prejudice our capacity for clear
thinking. Mr. Eastman seems indeed to admit this
tendency of the emotions to morbidity under com
pression, in maintaining that the love of liberty is
as strong in the German character as in that of the
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Anglo-Saxon, but that being denied it “in the fash

Periodicals

ion of the flesh” because of the bonds of feudalism,

It may not be too late to call attention to the
fact that The American Journal of Sociology for
May contains an article by Arland D. Weeks en

they have sought it in the realm of the spirit, as is
attested by such warriors for freedom of thought
as Luther, Kant, Schiller, Heine and Nietzsche.
“There is no fuller record,” writes Mr. Eastman, “of
the ideal love of liberty than is furnished by those
heroes of German culture.” We entirely agree with
our author, that fully to understand this strange
anomaly is half-way to “Understanding Germany.”
One exceedingly valuable thought is worked out
in the essay “The Only Way to End War.” Mr. East
man is obviously imbued with the doctrine of Weiss
man as to the non-transmissibility of acquired char
acters and the persistent transmission of congenial
or hereditary qualities, among which are the fighting
and patriotic instincts. Therefore, he says, “all
those attempts (of the Socialist and Norman Angell
schools) to remove from man's nature the bellicose

patriotic, whether by moral exhortation or mental
enlightenment, appear a waste of strength. Not by

curing or educating . .

but, I believe, by making

certain rather simple alterations in our external cir

cumstances, shall we ultimately abolish war.” An
other biologist whom Mr. Eastman might have quot
ed, Sir Edwin Ray Lankester, has maintained that
the most stubbornly transmissible of all the heredi
tary qualities in animals and men, is the tendency
to respond to environment. This scientific dictum,
confirmed by observation and experience as it may
easily be, contains all there is of hope for the future
of our race. If we cannot ever expect to eradicate
the bellicose and patriotic sentiments or drown them
out in a flood of brotherly love as the waters cover
, the sea, we may at least through a change of environ

titled “A Conservative's View of Poverty,’” that

must have been a delightful surprise to the readers
of that heavyweight magazine. A vein of subtle
irony runs throughout the article, and the witty
and humorous touches with which the author sets
off

the

time-honored

institutions

is

most

enter

taining. And whether he is treating of poverty
itself, and its influence in moulding character and
the employment of charity workers, or analysing
the unearned increment that accompanies it, he

presents the matter in a way to capture the reader.
Excess of exports he says represent the amount of
goods our own labor would buy if it had higher
wages. The tariff is an invention which enables
the Government to raise money painlessly. “Tell
a man of small income,” he says, “that he must
pay a hundred dollars to the Government; and he
becomes an anarchist. Take it out of his pockets
by indirect taxation, and none is more patriotic.”
Mr. Weeks has demonstrated that political econ
omy is not necessarily a dismal science.
*

*

“England will soon be a republic if she changes
her money to dollars and cents.”
“How's that?”

“Have to give up her sovereigns.”—The Lamb.

For the Boys
in Camp

ment induce them to flow in different channels and

be directed to worthy ends. We may eliminate the
economic causes that produce war, and provide the
fighting instinct with an objective in an united op
position to the common enemies of limitations—limi

tations to the expansion of our lives, physical, aes
thetic, intellectual and spiritual. And as to that
much-abused sentiment of patriotism, which in its
morbid and unhealthy developments has undoubtedly
been the primary cause of the Great War, it too may
be transmuted by that subtle spiritual chemistry
which economic freedom will call into action, and
become what it ought to be, a simple desire that our
country shall be first in all the things that are true
and honest and lovely and of good report. “There
is,” says Mr. Eastman, “one method of handling in
convenient instincts more practical and permanent
than cultural suppression, and that is to alter the
environment in such fashion as will offer new objects
for these instincts to adhere to.”

It is much to be

desired that the theory of evolution, and man's con
scious share in its direction, should be taught in
this sane and essentially hopeful manner.
The other essays, including a “Note to Nietzsche.”
another on “Pacifists,” and “Two Kinds of Wars,”
are all good; and the book can be commended no
less for its variety of interest than for the high
moral tone that pervades it throughout.

Jerked from old surroundings, many
to whom THE PUBLIC would have

had little appeal in the past will give
it a welcome.

Send THE PUBLIC to your friends
in the training camps.

The Social Background of War
IS OF VITAL CONCERN TO YOU
You want to know about the efforts to preserve free
speech; about the effect of war-industries on workers;
about the results on child welfare; about wartime meas

ures for public health and recreation, both among our
soldiers and in the civilian population; about war in
fluences in our congested foreign neighborhoods; about
the provision of civilian relief for soldiers' dependents;
about the social results of food control.

Authentic news and authoritative opinion on all these
subjects will be brought you weekly in The Survey.
Its cost is three dollars a year; four months for a dol
lar.

Send now to

THE SURVEY

ALEX MACKENDRICK.
*
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*

112 East 19th St., Room 1201, New York City

The Singletax means not only the untaxing of in
dustry, but it means increased taxes on those who

obstruct and hamper industry—Joseph Fels.

PAUL U. KELLOGG, EDITOR.

Edward T.

Devine, Jane Addams, Graham Taylor,
Associate Editors.
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Tolstoy's Appeal to Russia
[The paragraphs which follow are clipped from the new edition of Tolstoy's “The Great Iniquity,”
published by The Joseph Fels International Commission.--Well printed on eggshell paper, this booklet is
as attractive as its contents are powerful and timely. An edition in Russian will be distributed from
Petrograd. Prices on the English Edition: Single copy, 5c.; 50c. per dozen. Order from The Public,
Book Dept.]

The Problem

The fundamental evil from which the Russian

people, as well as the peoples of Europe and Amer

ica, are suffering is the fact that the majority of
the people are deprived of the indisputable natural
right of every man to use a portion of the land on
which he was born. It is this thought which I
wish to communicate in this article to those who,

at the present important moment for Russia, desire
to serve not their personal aims, but the true welfare
of the Russian people.

Freeing the Serfs

The emancipation of the serfs in Russia was ef
fected not by Alexander II., but by those men who
understood the sin of serfdom and, independently
of their own advantages, endeavored to free them
selves from it, and it was chiefly effected by such
men as Novikoff, Radischeff, the Decembrists, those
men who were ready to suffer and did themselves
suffer (without making anyone else suffer) in the
name of loyalty to that which they recognized as
the truth. The same must take place in relation
to the land.

Cross all Russia, all its peasant world, and one
may observe all the dreadful calamities and suffer
ings which proceed from the obvious cause that the
agricultural masses are deprived of land. Half the
Russian peasantry live so that for them the question

I believe that there do now exist such men, and
that they will fulfill that great work not only Rus
sian, but universal, which is before the Russian
people.

is not how to improve their position, but only how

not to die of hunger, they and their families, and
this only because they have no land.
Russia Should Learn from Other Countries

The people of Europe and America are in the

position of a man who has gone so far along a road
which at first appeared the right one, but which the
further he goes the more it removes him from his

object, that he is afraid of confessing his mistake.
But the Russians are yet standing before the turning
of the path and can, according to the wise saying,
“ask their way while yet on the road.” And what
are those Russian people doing who desire to or
ganize a good life for the people? In everything
they slavishly imitate whatever is being done in
Europe and America.

For the arrangement of a good life for the people
they are concerned with the freedom of the press,
religious tolerance, liberty of union, tariffs, condi
tional punishment, the separation of the Church
from the State, coöperative associations, future com
munalization of the implements of work, and, above
all, with representative government—that same rep
resentative government which has long existed in
European and American states, but whose existence

has not in the slightest contributed, nor does now
contribute, not only to the solution, but even to the
raising of that one land problem which involves all
difficulties.

The land question has at the present time reached
such a state of ripeness as 50 years ago was reached
by the question of serfdom. Exactly the same is
being repeated. As at that time men searched for
the means of remedying the general uneasiness and
dissatisfaction which were felt in society, and ap
plied all kinds of external governmental means, but
nothing helped nor could help whilst there remained
the ripening and unsolved question of personal slav
ery, so also now no external measures will help or
can help until the ripe question of landed property
be solved.

Tolstoy Endorses Henry George's Plan
The question will be solved, not by those who will
endeavor to mitigate the evil or to invent allevia
tions for the people or to postpone the task of the
future, but by those who will understand that, how
ever one may mitigate a wrong, it remains a wrong,
and that it is senseless to invent alleviations for a
man we are torturing, and that one cannot postpone

when people are suffering, but should immediately
take the best way of solving the difficulty and im
mediately apply it in practice. And the more should
it be so that the method of solving the land prob
lem has been elaborated by Henry George to such
a degree of perfection that, under the existing State
organization and compulsory taxation it is impos
sible to invent any other better, more just, practical,
and peaceful solution.
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AUGUST 18

THE WOMAN

CITIZEN

will be given over entirely to a consideration of

WHAT TO EAT AND WHAT TO SAVE IN WAR TIME
This number is to be issued as part of the NATIONAL AMERICAN WOMAN
SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION'S endeavor to further among housewives the national
program of Food Conservation. Mr. Hoover's recommendations will be featured in
summary and every effort be made to render the number a valuable adjunct to the
Food Administration's work.

Canning, Dehydrating, Economical Dishes, Practical Recipes, Nutritive Values of
Foods; Free-for-all Discussions of the Much-mooted Topics of Corn Meal and the
Relative Values of northern and southern meal-milling processes are a few of the
features scheduled for the “FOOD NUMBER.”

There will also be some suffrage cans offered cheap and a few little helpful house
hold hints for the men—God bless 'em.

Order of Your News Dealer

THE WOMAN

CITIZEN

“FOOD NUMBER” AUGUST 18

FREED FROM DOGMA AND CANT
Does that seem to you the enly religipa werth having?
Then why not
yourself with the
FREE RELECTCSS ASS-SON OF AMERICA
(John Haynes Molones, Presidest)
now emphasizing Sqiaotific Railglen, Indistial Dedagopacy
and International Peace as the three supreme religious
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Cerotype Printing

vicios

and eight others to follow in menthly series.
Address: George Grever Mills, Secretary, F. R. A.
120 Boylston St., BQSITQN, MAAS.

is a method of producing
engraved stationery at low
COSt.

LEARN

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEU
TICS. A course of essentials

which may be completed at
home in 180 hours. Concise, definite and practical.
Well adapted for use of physicians.
For full particulars, address Dept. J. J., Weltmer
Institute, Nevada, Mo.

Massachusetts Single Tax League

No Charge for Engraving
Write for samples of and
prices on letterheads, bill
heads, checks or any other
stationery.

FRANKLIN BLAKE, Secretary
Office and headquarters of the League, 120
Street,
Boston. Executive Committee meets the last Friday of each

#"

month at above address at 7:30.
at these meetings.

All interested are welcomed

...T FRANK McLEES T. W.
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This Invites You to Join the National

Public Ownership League
OF AMERICA

A non-partisan organization and federation of forces working
for the public ownership, efficient management and democratic
control of public utilities and the conservation of natural resources.
To enlarge the common life; to open and equalize opportunities; to curb plutoc
racy; to build a higher and nobler civilization.

The immediate task of the League is to restore the public utilities, the land and
natural resources to the people. In the cities it works for municipal ownership. Nation

ally it works for such immediate measures as the postalization of the telegraph and tele
phone, the public ownership of railways and the like.
Among the features of its work will be the following:

Information Service
Press Service

Speakers Bureau
Pamphlets, Leaflets, Bulletins
Public Ownership Campaigns
A live, virile, constructive movement of practical people working for a practical
program. It is rapidly enlisting the foremost of the nation's progressive people.
Some of the Officers and Committeemen:

President, Albert M. Todd, Kalamazoo,

Mich.; Vice Presidents, Jane Addams, Gifford Pinchot, Victor L. Berger, Edward F.

Dunne, Frank P. Walsh, Ben B. Lindsey; Secretary, Carl D. Thompson, Chicago; Treas
urer, Charles H. Ingersoll, New York. On the Committees, Amos Pinchot, Louis F.
Post, Frederic C. Howe, Scott Nearing, Robert L. Owen, Herbert S. Bigelow, Carl S.
Vrooman, James Maurer, Warren Worth Bailey, Lynn Haines, Charles Edward Russell,
John Walker, Charles Zueblin, Daniel Kiefer, F. W. Ballard, Stanley Bowmar, Sylvester
Konenkamp, Louis F. Kopelin, R. F. Pettigrew, and others.
Municipal Ownership Leagues, Labor Organizations, Farmers' Unions, Civic Socie
ties, Women’s Clubs and other bodies in accord with the objects of the League are
invited to join.
Membership—Regular, $5.00 per year.
Associate, $2.00 per year. Contributing,

$1o.oo and over per year.
Join today and become a charter member. Use the application blank below.
For further particulars, copies of the constitution, etc., address

THE PUBLIC OWNERSHIP LEAGUE OF AMERICA.
CARL D. THOMPSON, Secretary, 4131 N. Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Application for Membership in the Public Ownership League of America.
Mr. Carl D. Thompson, Secretary,
Public Ownership League,
4131 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sir: Enclosed find $. . . . . . . . . . , for which please enroll me as a
D- Regular $5.00 per year;
D Associate $2.00 per year;
T] Contributing $10.oo per year
Member of the Public Ownership League of America.
Name ........................
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- - -

- - -

* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Street No. or Route............................................
City and State............
Date.........
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-
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